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SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
If you can actually believe this, there was time when the Mafia was
underground, and relatively unknown. It really wasn't until Joe Valachi
came forward that the public was really put on notice about the nefarious
doings of Italian organized crime. It wasn't a well kept hidden secret, but
regardless of how the public perception was, or the Government's
perception was, Valachi essentially dotted the i's and crossed the t's.
What we have seen from the Mafia over the last twenty years, is
essentially the same song, stuck on loop mode. What was once a feared
and closed mouth group, has become reduced to tattlers, and the direct
reverse of what that life was meant to be. We can argue morality all day
long, however at the end of the day it's become too easy for those in that
life to tell long tales for a reduction in sentencing.
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What was once whispered is now reduced to bull horn screaming, and
antics that resemble those that are in elementary school. Welcome to the
social media age, and mobsters and associates alike are all over social
media, and I can't say it's the most intelligent thing I've ever seen.
What specifically I am diving into, is the John Gotti Jr, and John Alite
debate. There are two factions, two sides if you will indulge me for a few.
The John Gotti jr supporters line of terse is all about how John Alite is an
informant, and nothing he has said, points to any truth. It's easy to back
up that claim considering the jury didn't believe a word he said on the
stand. Jurors said "he was not credible." John Gotti has a hung jury and
moves on.
If you are on the John Alite side of the fence, your only tangible evidence
is the belief or disbelief of that 302. John Alite has said that he received a
copy of this 302 while in prison in Brazil(not true), and that it forced his
hand into cooperating for the Government. What is a 302? Well, self
admitted, John Gotti Jr, sat down with the Government and gave them
information on crimes, which essentially did nothing for the GOVT. These
were things already known, and NOT a single person was indicted or
"inconvenienced" by what John Gotti Jr did say.
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So the main argument appears to be Alite saying he never would have
done what he did had John Gotti Jr not opened his mouth. What isn't
coming out, or what is, that many are NOT paying attention to is
everything leading up to that. If you read Gotti's Rules, the one thing you
will notice is time gaps. There seems to be no real connection between
why this happened or that. It's more of a lopsided timeline encapsulated
by John Alite fleeing the country.
On the Gotti side of things, his main point is that Alite was a "junkie, and
never as close" as Alite claims. It's a way to distance himself from Alite,
and the fact is, there has been waffling back and forth from the Gotti camp
about Alite. One minute it's he was never anybody in that life, the next it's
"he was my bulldog on the streets." I didn't hear those words from Gotti's
mouth, but rather a quote by Gotti according to Fox regarding the
interview Alite did on Crime Watch. However, it has come to my
knowledge that Gotti Jr was misquoted.
What started as a back and forth about facts and reality has simply turned
into a verbal shouting match online for everyone to see. You will either
believe what Gotti Jr says, or you will believe what John Alite says. John
Alite has taken to social media voicing his opinions, while Gotti Jr allows
Chris Kasparoza to speak for him and his family. It's become incredibly
public.
The Gotti side has johnalitefacts.com, and Alite has Ed Leiber from Cosa
Nostra News. The ALITE FACTS page has printed tons of court
documents, and has gone toe to toe will about every single one of Alite's
claims, even producing less than flattering messages from John Alite to
other people, which makes him look completely bad. Over on the Cosa
Nostra News page, Ed Leiber writes opted's with information mainly
coming from John Alite and a few others to try and fight fire with fire. I
have seen both pages, and if there is a winner in this, it's the Gotti side
hands down. Court documents trump word of mouth every single time.
They can back up claims with a click of a button, and Alite is losing that
battle whether he chooses to realize it or not.
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The latest is John Alite asking John Gotti Jr to fight. What was once a
principle about pride and ego, as selfrewarding as that is, has become
reduced even further to schoolyard bullying which Alite says he is
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strongly against, but yet the more you open your eyes to what's being put
out there, the more you see Alite trying to bully, whereas John Gotti Jr is
sitting quietly. I have not seen any messages from the Gotti's bashing
Alite's mother or family, but I have seen the other side of that coin, and it's
not pretty. While I understand anger 100%, what I cannot understand is if
you were trying to portray yourself one way, you are getting caught daily
saying and acting in a manner that contradicts everything you tell
everyone you are trying to accomplish.
Another incident, which I was privy too way before it was public knowledge
was John's speaking engagement with Theresa Racine(former porn star)
at an elementary school. John was to speak at this event, where they
charge money to hear uplifting words from a former mobster about the
effects of bullying and what those who are bullied can do to change that.
Days before the event, I received a text from John Alite, with a photo, of a
very veiled threat, which essentially said, and I am paraphrasing at best
here, that if Alite went to this school, there would be a serious problem. I
never heard from John about two imposing men at the school, because
the event was cancelled. So how is it that Racine can claim there were
imposing men at the school, when the event never took place? The claim
is also that the Gotti's or Chris Kasparoza sent that letter. In either case,
there is zero proof they did, just an assumption.
We can argue morality claims on both sides. John Alite is a self admitted
"spousal abuser," but claims that John Gotti Jr beat repeatedly on his wife
Kim(another lie). There is zero factual evidence to prove this. It appears to
be more of a "you said I did this, so I will say you did that," type of
scenario. The Gotti side, has stuck to facts. They don't discuss Alite's
family, other than his brother once or twice, but Alite has gone plaid as I
like to say by attacking Victoria, Angel, Pete, Genie,and even Victoria Gotti
Sr. What is relevant was forgotten months ago. It was about Jr vs. Alite,
and how Victoria, Angel and others became the central focus of disgusting
insults is beyond me. Granted, Angel and Victoria Sr. have been vocal
online, and they are doing there duty as siblings to their brother John.
They have a right to defend there name and there family. The only family
bashing drama I have seen is coming from John Alite.
The final argument, with facts, logic and actual evidence aside, the Gotti
side takes particular disgust in the fact that Alite is on the speaking circuit.
They feel that someone of his "ill repute" has no business speaking in
public to victims like the ones he preyed on when he was in "the life." The
contention is also that Alite is not a reborn man, same guy same thoughts,
just isn't getting caught, and is in it not to win it, but for a payday, and to
me that's an acceptable stance to take. You just have to sit down with an
open mind and see it for what it is. Gotti doesn't need to validate himself
whatsoever, but Alite does. For Alite it means money. For Gotti?
Headaches.
So what's my opinion of all this? It took me a while to sort it out. I ignored
everything the Gotti side was saying because in my eyes a 302 at the time
didn't lie. Junior never "Hid that" and readily admitted it. It doesn't tell the
whole story. Also John Gotti Jr, while maybe having a moment of
weakness aside, never once testified. All the assumptions of why, don't
matter. The proof is, he never said a word on a stand. That's fact, and it
carries weight with me. Additionally, I have a hard time assimilating fact
from fiction because let's be honest, the amount of information on the
Gotti site, damages 99.9% of everything Alite says. One can claim this and
that, but court documents don't lie. Then there is the infamous letter that
Gotti accidentally still had. If you haven't read it, I suggest you do. It was
from Alite to Junior and reads like a guy desperate for attention, and
reads like a guy whose been thrown away on the side of the road and has
been reduced to "nailing nails into a wall." I cannot begin to tell you how
many times I have read that letter. It proves John Gotti jr wanted nothing
to do with Alite, and Alite knew it and was desperate to regain whatever
friendship they had. In that letter, specifically the end "please read this
before you throw it away" describes a guy desperate for affection from a
guy who once trusted him. There is zero need for a letter like that, when
you can just pick up a phone. If they were tight at the time as Alite has
described, then why did Alite need to send a letter? It just makes zero
sense. Then again most of what Alite says and has says is refuted by logic
and facts.
I have zero doubts, that John Alite was a mobster. I have zero doubts he
worked for John Gotti jr. However I have serious doubts about the rest. I
don't believe he ever rode with John Gotti sr to Paul's house. Protocol as
Junior has said would have dictated that an Albanian would never have
been allowed to go on that ride. I also don't believe he spoke to anyone
on behalf of John Gotti Sr. None of it is factual as pointed out by the Gotti
side. The Ravenite was stalked by the F.B.I. yet somehow Alite was never
picked up on any surveillance. Not a single frame. How is that?
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I think the truth is, is that Alite served Gotti Jr a purpose for a very short
time. Money was good, he could earn, but the trust was never there. Alite
likes to claim that Gotti Sr asked him to look out for his son, as in trying to
say somehow Junior was incompetent. I direct you to the video of where
Jr is talking to his father in prison, asking him permission to take a plea
and leave that life. John Sr says, "your my son and I love you..." to me
that speaks volumes. Gotti Sr may have been very different from Jr, but
do you honestly believe that he would ask an outsider to watch his son? I
seriously doubt that. Gotti sr may have been caught on wiretaps, but the
one thing you cannot debate is that he was a tough, fuck you and
everyone else type of man. He stood up to the Government, never backed
down. As his son Peter said, "he paid for his sins, ten times;" and he did.
Why Gotti Sr's name gets thrown in this mix is beyond me. Believe me, if
Gotti Sr were alive, Alite would not be uttering a word, that's a guarantee.
The final verdict for me is that Alite is a LIAR. He is selfserving, and every
time he opens his mouth, he makes himself look more and more what his
detractors say he is. Every time he calls someone's mom a "whore who
should suck his dick," which he's done, he just loses any credibility. He
also loses credibility when the things he says, get contradicted by facts. I
was fooled like everyone else, and I'm a stubborn guy, but when I ask you
a question and you lie directly to me about it, and then I begin to see more
things you say that just don't add up, then you lose my loyalty. I was for a
time, willing to defend him on his point of trying to change his life, because
honestly that was MY ONLY reason for getting into this shit storm.
However when your actions begin to dictate a different narrative, then I
am going to do, what I'm doing right now, and wash my hands of it. So am
I team Gotti or team Alite? I think now, it should be VERY CLEAR where I
stand.
One final note here. No matter what you think about the Gotti's, you at
least have to see this from there point of view. For the last 20+ years they
have been in an out of courtrooms in one fashion or another. There is no
pretense here regarding that. It's well documented. The one thing I want
people to take from this, beyond everything else, is that they should also
have the right to move on with their lives as everyone else, but it's
impossible. The public won't allow it, journalists and book writers won't
allow it, and the Government won't allow it. The crimes of one should not
punish an entire family, but it has.
No matter what side of the fence you are on, you have the ability to take it
all in and decide for yourself. The facts are there, and I challenge you to
stop listening and just look for yourself. If I tell you the sky is blue I should
prove it to you, and one side is doing that nonstop and one side is just
flapping there gums to hear themselves talk.
Go to johnalitefacts.com and you will see the list of lies, and they are a
mile long. Another question I have to ask at this point, and perhaps you
should too. What does Alite have to gain by slugging it out with the
Gotti's? It comes down to one basic principle. He doesn't want to be called
a RAT. Wife beater is okay, but Rat isn't. John Alite can justify his reasons
all day long, because this is what this drama is all about, he wants to
detract from what he did, by blaming John Gotti Jr. It's easier that way,
maybe more palatable in a sense. The end of the day, he did it for the
same reasons everyone else before him did them for. But he can't make
money without an excuse, and he's filled with them, nonstop 247. 365
days a year.
When I fist came across John, I thought he would be good subject
material for my Mob Show. I thought an inside peek into the Gotti's was
interesting. What I didn't realize then, it what is good for John is what he
wants. He doesn't give a shit about anyone or anything but himself. His
fan base has been bought, his freedom was earned by lying. No matter
how long I listened to him rant on and on and on about the Gotti's the
more I realized that he had an ax to grind, and if he had truly be honest,
then he would have no reason to start a war he will definitely lose. He got
a free pass, meanwhile John Gotti Jr fought for his life non stop for a
decade. Maybe it was jealousy, maybe and perhaps more likely it was
because he was CHASED out of NY entirely. He said it himself in Gotti's
Rules, he feared for his life. Why is that? What did he do? He lied. A bully
bullies, non stop. They lack confidence in themselves, and pick on those
weaker than them to illicit attention, and do things to hurt because they
lack empathy. Maybe John Alite should read the book on bullying before
he speaks about it.
I know the heat this will bring. So to my listeners, I ask you to just
investigate for yourself, and don't take my word for it. John will say I
betrayed him, and he will say I am unloyal. But loyalty comes from a
friendship that is given from both sides, not one side just trying to make a
name for himself. I said things about the Gotti's I regret. Not because
everything I said was a lie, some of those things were my opinion, but
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many of those things also came from the King of Lies, John Alite. I don't
blame him for anything I said, because I will own it, admit it freely, and I
stand humble and honest. More than I can say for him.
I have talked to Angel Gotti, and before anyone says "I bought into the
lies, " I want you to know something about Angel Gotti. No matter the
harsh words I spoke, or "mean" as she calls it, she always listened to what
I have had to say. We could agree to disagree on many things, but she
ALWAYS was respectful, and kind. All she has ever wanted is to be left
alone, and for all of this to end. I understand her predicament. I
understand what its like, maybe not on the same scale but to have to
defend yourself and your family against people who don't know any better.
I gain nothing from this folks, nothing. All I will get in return is agita, threats
and non stop harassment. So why then? I believe in righting wrongs, and I
didn't have to do any of this. I could have just as easily continued on the
path I was on, but the right thing to do, is to call a spade a spade. I gain
nothing, and could quite possibly lose everything, but I don't honestly care
at the end of the day. This entire drama has gotten bad, and will continue
to get worse, and I owe it to myself and to the ones who truly enjoy the
historical stuff I do talk about to have a peace of mind and know that I am
being me, and I will NEVER stop being me. John Alite will try to silence
me, and make me a target, but he can do as he wants, I think we have
seen what he's fond of, and that's bashing, bullying and lying. I would also
say to those, who will say "oh your the Gotti's friend now," which is not the
case. I simply have a dialogue with Angel Gotti, that's it. Nothing more
nothing less. The Gotti's gain nothing from me speaking out either, all it
does it reaffirm what they already know, and what I now know, and what
all of you should know.
POST SCRIPT
If you don't believe that Alite is a scumbag, go onto another of the radio
shows he's done. The Sanchez show, where he essentially says "He slept
with Junior." On the radio he asked Chris Kasparoza to ask Junior what
they were doing "in bed together." All preferences aside, it was just an
attempt for Alite to insult Gotti. Of all the questions asked by Kasparoza,
he never answered a single one. Instead he insulted and bullied his way
through the segment.
In my contact with Alite, on numerous occasions, I was given information
to use against the Gotti's. Alite would tell me not to mention where it came
from, but to use it anyway, and he'd back it up. He did that on the Dr. J
show as well. At around the 8:00 minute mark he brings me up. He says
"this guy Jeff Lowman, putting out good information, and I don't know
where he's getting it, but all that information is what I'm hearing about too,
so he has to be right." Nope, the information came from John Alite. It was
a deception to bring himself credibility, which he will say I used to gain
credibility.
I would get phone calls consistently with Alite ranting and raving about the
Gotti's. When John Alite calls you, he does the talking and you do the
listening. You don't get a chance to ask a question. If the story or radio
show you do deviates from what his narrative is, you find out about it
pretty quickly. He will recorrect you in an instant.
The idea that nobody goes over plot points with Alite prior to a radio show
is also not true. Prior to having John on my show, which was planned out,
mapped out, we laid the ground work ahead of time, and knew where we
were going and weren't going. The idea that Alite would answer anything,
isn't exactly the truth. I didn't ask certain questions obviously, and if you go
back and listen to the show I had about three basic questions. He took the
show over and decided it would go from a thing about his life, to an hour
and half drama session where he did nothing but bash the Gotti's.
Whether you like my show or not....if you look at the numbers, his show
was one of the lower listened to shows. He may try and say he put me on
the map, and I'm sure having him on helped me a great deal, but I had to
work my ass off too, but I could never take credit because remember Alite
did everything for me...
The final thing I will say, is that the second I stopped wanting to discuss
the Gotti's or the second I stopped promoting his agitations, that's when
he went off the radar and stopped talking to me. I'm not bitter about that,
I'm glad. It proved to me, that for everything Alite says, he's a complete
opposite of that very narrative. He's selfish, a bully, a liar and unless you
do something for him, he's not interested.
And those scary men? Process servers. Yes, you heard that right.
Lawsuits dropping on Alite like fleas.
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